Igave you someadvice aboutcomposing your draft. Lets
see ifyou learned it and practised it.
Exercise 2

Howcanyouhelp yourselfto compose your draft quickly
and fluently?
.......................................................................................

.............................................................................." ........................

................................................................................ .................... .

................................................................................. .....

. mm ...................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................

Now for a final checkonhowwellyou have understood the
main points of tilts section.
Exercise 3

Mark the foUowing statements true orfalse.
I .We should use only simple sentences in our writing.
a True

D False

2 To get a friendly and helpful feeling in our writing, we
should use a colloquial style.
Q True

Q False

,
".

3 It's a good idea to edit as you compose your draft,
especially if you're using a computer.
. True

. False

4 Plain English is English without any decoration.
Q True

U False

5 Using noun-based constructions arrows you to write
very accurately.
. True

Q False

6 You should prefer to produce reports, and other
doomnents, in plain English.
. True

U False

,n

Section 5: Presenting the report in
-written form
Learning outcome

This section addresses part of Learning Outcome C:
Produce an investigative document. You have completed all
the work for ttiis outcome except for the presentation.
Introduction
Aim of this section

This section 11as four main aims:

I to give you guidelines that will allow you to design a
report that is readable, and conforins to current
principles of graphic design
2 to add the front and end matter to the report
3 to demonstrate the need to proofread your report
4 to encourage you to pay careful attention to the
appearance of your report
Time needed to study it

You will need to allow abouttwo hours to complete the
reading, activities and exercises in this section.
In this section . . .

We will look at the general principles of page design that

Innke your document look easy to read. Then we will look
at the other parts that go to mmke up a report, the parts that
go before and after the body of the report that you have

written. Thirdly, we will lookat tfi^ need for proofreading,
and the features you need to watch for. Finally, we will look
at the need to make your report look good-just as your
spoken presentation willsound good.

Read through the whole of this section quickly to see whatit
covers. Then go backand read each part carefully, noting
particularly anything that is new or different for you.
Do any Activities specified, and check your responses
againstthe Suggested responses at the back of the manual.
Complete any Assignment Tasks that are given. When you
have completed the section, go through the Checkyour
progress exercises, and check your answers againstthe
Answers at the back of the manual
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Designing the report

Whatcan you do to make your doomnentlook readable?
Everything that helps the eye to move across and down the
page freely, and that looks pleasing. What are some of the
features that help you to design a page like that? Here are

instjustfive basic guidelines that you can use as you design
your report^rid most other documents that you will
produce.
This section is relevant for those who are setting up

documents on a computer using a word. processing

program. Trusts now counted as the standard. Ifyou do
not know much about word-processing, you may need to

thinkaboutleaming now. Iflmake reference to a program,
it is to Word for Windows 2TM, but most other word

processing prograins have the same or similar featiires.
The five guidelines Iwant to describe are
. balancebetweenblackand white

. style and size of type
. linelength
. headings
. illustrations

Let me explain each of these intorn.
Balance between black and white

As. a generalgtiide, you should design your page so that

between 40% and 50% of the area is white. Less than this

and the page looks crowded. More than this and the page

looks empty. Where do you putthis white space? In four
places:
.

in the margins. To decrease the aliteunt of type on your

page, you Inny need to increase the size of the margin. If
the doerirnentis to be stapled or holepunched, you can
nuke the left hand margin a little wider than the right

hand Innrgin. The top margin should always be smaller
than the bottom margin.

. around headings-put extra space above, below
headings to make them stand out(try not to puttoo

much space below a heading because it then becomes
disunited from the following text

. between paragraph-up to one linespace between
paragraphs (but no more).

. around illustration^put space above, below, and on
each side of an illustration to separate it from text
70

Style and size of type

Most people find a serif typeface easier to read than a
sails. serif, though there is debate. What do those words
mean? A serifis a little hook at the end of the strokes on
letters. This is a serif face, this is a saris-serifface. So use a

serifface for text, and a sans-serifface for headings and

otherspecialuses. Good seriffaces are Times New Roman,
Dutch, and Paintirio. Good sans-seriffaces are Anal,
HeIvetica and Century Gothic.

Prefer typefaces with proportional spacing. That is, wide
letters like in and w are wider than ordinary letters like o
and b, and letters like i and Iare narrower. Avoid

typewriter faces like Courier, unless you have no choice. In
Courier, aLJ. the Letters are the same width

For most purposes, use 11 or 12 pointfor your text, unless
you have special reason notto. If you set your type in sizes
which are larger and sinaUer than this, they are harder to
read. Choose the type size carefully as the typographical
attributes of some typefaces make them look larger or

smaller than typefaces of the same size. For example, all of
these type samples are the same size (12 point)-Times,
Boolo'nan, Century GothicandHelvetica-but eachlooksa
different size.

Use lower-case for your text, with normal capitalisation.
Most, if not an headings, should also be setting in the same
way SETTING ALLOFTHETEXT ALLD\ICAPTTALS
MAKESITHARDERTOREAD.

Italics are harder to read than roman letters (this is italic, this

is roman). Only use them for special purposes, like
technical tern^.

Use bold only to draw special attention to something
,

,

Line length

Set your Inargirrs to give a line length of about 72 characters
per line. The readability of the text is significantly reduced if
lines of type are longer than this. (Characters are alphabet
letters, figures and punctuation marks. include spaces
between words when you count).

If you have a lot of text, justified setting is easier to read
(such as text books). If you use justified alignment, you
must also use hyphenation. If you decide to set your text

with a ragged right-hand Innrgin ragged (and this is quite
acceptable), do not use auton^tic hypenation
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Headings

The main function of headings is to provide access'to
information (the other is to break up long passages of text

and to provide white space).
Do not overdo the use of headings. Too many headings

(say one per paragraph) interrupts the flow of the text, and
fragments the appearance of the text on the page.

You will LEI^Uy need three levels of headings, and maybe

four. Choose typefaces and sizes, and indentings that make
these levels clearly different. The appearance shows the
reader the relative level of importance of the information
under them. As a general gLiide

o choose a typeface differentftom your textface
. work from larger to smaller sizes as you work down the
levels

. increase the amount of indenting as you work down the
levels

. decrease the space around the heading as you work
down the levels
Illustrations

You can use three differenttypes of illustrations.

. pictures, Inaps, diagrarris, and so on-pictorial material
. tables and graph^word and figure ITLfonrLation
Putthese in an appropriate place on the page. Add a

number and a caption. Refer to them in the text before the
illustration. Put white space above and below these
illustrations.
,

. iconsandsymbols

e.

Use these especiaUy with headings orin the margin to

represent certain fluictions. I could, for example, have used
these icons in this Ironual.

7
,

to ","", As*g, """I T'sk;

to nun, CIEch yow prog, BS dads"

Use illustrations wherever they convey the inforirtation
more effectiveIy than langu;Ige.

Example

Look at tms Inariualas an example. The page is set up with
these margins:
top 3cm
bottom 3.5cm
inside 3cm
outside 3cm

The page has a line inside the top margin and at the bottom
of the page, a hale and footer have been inserted in the
margin.

The textis Paintin0, 11 point. This is a seriftypeface, which
is counted as very legible. The textis indented from the left
Inargin by 4.5 cm-this makes the textline shorter and
increases the amount of white space on the page. The textis
set flush left with a ragged right-hand Inargin.
Ihave used three levels of heading. All of them are in
HeIvetica, a sans-serif typeface. The firstlevel(the heading
of the section) is 24 point, set againstthe left-hand margin. I
have left clear lines under it. Level 2 (Tnnjor parts of each
section) is 11 point, set againstthe left-hand margin, with 4
nun space above and 2 min space below. I achieve this last
spacing using the Paragraph Spacing after command in the
Format menu. The third-level heading (divisions of those
major parts)is 11 point, indented 4.5 cm from the left hand
Inargin, with 3.5 nun space above and 2 mm space below it
I have also set up special formats for activities, assignment
tasks and exercises. I explained these in the Foreword.
This is a fairly simple design, but it satisfies allthe
principles of effective design
,
"
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Activity 5.1

Work out a design for your report. You Inny find it helpfult
to Innke a rough, thumbnailsketch of your design. Write the
details on the specification sheets on the nexttwo pages.
These refer to Word for Windows 2TM. If you are using a

different word-processing program, change the wording of
the coriumands.

If you were writing a report at work, you would design
your document right at the beginning. See Section 2, page
20, and the Specification sheet on page 26. I have left this
task till now because earlier we were busy looking at the

writing aspects of your report rather than its appearance'
You must have set out your report to some design. Now go
back and revise that design, if you think it needs changing.
The appearance of your document creates a response in
your reader. Use a design that will make the reader think,
"t}lis looks easy to read".

,
"

.,,,

,., F

r,

n
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Design of report
Paper
.

s e ............................................................................----

.

portrait/landscape ..................................................-------

Page set-up
. Margins
.......................................................

bottom .............................................................................
e ......................................................------------------------ ri .........................................-.----------------

number of columns .................. gutter (space between columns)....................
facing pages yes/no
Header/footer

. wording
ea er .............................................................................
.............................................................................................

. differentfirstpage? yes/no
. distancefromedge
ea er ..........................................................
...............................................................................................

. pagenumbers
OSI 10n .....................-----.--...........------..........

sartat ..............................................-----onnat

""""""""""""""""""""""""""
,

Typefaces
ex

......--------------

headings
rst

eve

"""""""""""""""""""""""

second level ..............................................................................................................
third level ..................................................................................................................
fou rth level ...............................................................................................................
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Other features
.................................................

................................................

.................................................. .

.............................

..............................................

.............................................

.............................................

. ............................................

................................

......................................

...............................................

............................................

. ...............................................................

..........................................

.................................................

...................................................

....................................................

. . ................................................................

..................,.....................................................
,.

..........................................................

.......................................... .

. ................................................

.....................................................

.................................................

.........................................

. ........................................

...........................................

.,~"
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Front and end matter

So far we have written only whatis caned the body of the

report. Now we need to add other parts to our report,
before and after the body. What comes before the body is
called thefto"t mutter orpreli, "s. It identifies the report and
gives the reader a means of gaining access to the
information. What comes after the body is the end mutter. It

provides extra information that the reader may want to refer
to.

For a complete statement of the format of an analytical
report, see the Appendix at the end of this Innnual.
Front matter

There are four parts that you could provide
a title page, with the title of the report, your name as
writer, and the date

a table o100"tents, listing the major headings in the
reports, with page numbers-but only if your report is
more than about fifteen pages long
a table of illustrations, listing arithe illustrations you have
used, by number and caption, with page number
a sum"mry, setting outthe main information of the
report in short form, say a hundred words or less;
include the statement of your problem, the statement of
yoursolution, and your recornmendations

Always provide a title page and sununary. Provide a table
of contents ifyou have written a long and complex report,
and a table of illustrations if you have included any.
End matter

There are four parts that you could provide.
,.

a glossary, listing any technical or unfairitliar terms, with
a short definition, for your secondary readers

references, acknowledging your specific use of material
from sources other than your memory

a bibliography, listing arithe sources you used when you
were preparing the report

one or more appendixes, in which you supply raw data or
additional Inatetial of use to the reader, but not needed

in the body of the report; you should also put in an
appendix any large materialsuch as Tnnps that cannot
conveniently be bound into the body of the report
Provide any of these only if they are needed. None of
them is essential.
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Proofreading

Proofreading means reading through the final version of
your report (or any other doomnent) and finding any errors
that stillremairi. These errors by now will be mainly

spelling mistakes, typographical errors, inconsistencies in
layout and fom^t, spacings between words and lines, page
numbers, cross-references, and consistency in the use of

headings. You should not use proofreading to revise the
text further-that should have been done long since.

Why is proofreading important? Ifyourreaderssee your
report with these kinds of errors, they will wonder what

other errors it might contain-errors offact for example. So
having a correcttext helps to establish your credibility; or
perhaps the reverse is more accurate-having an incorrect
text can be sure to damage your credibility.

You will nonnaUy have to do your own proofreading. So
what do you do?

. Read through your report looking for errors notfor

meaning. Some proofreaders read up the page rather
than down so that they not get carried along by the

meaning and so miss the errors. Your eye will tend to

'correct' errors-it will read what should be there rather
than what is there. To illustrate this Ileft an error in the

previous four lines. Another technique is to hold a
piece of card on the page and move it down as you
complete each line. Remember, look at words, don't
read for meaning.

. ' Always proofread on hard copy. Your eye will miss
errors on a screen.

. Remember everything you see. You must look for
consistency as wellas accuracy. If you put a space
under a certain heading at one poi^. t, you must put a

space under the same kind of heading every time you
use it. If you put one technical term in italics, you

should put an technical ternrs in italics-but only the first
time you use them. If you use a name and follow it by
an abbreviation, then use that abbreviation consistently
from then on.

. Don't rely on your spell checker. While it will pick up
obvious spelling Intstakes, it cannot tenthe difference
between 'affect' and 'effect', or between 'there' and

'their. Nor can it tell you if you nitssed off a final -s

from a plural or a verb. It won't ten you that you have
written 'person' when you intended 'persons', or 'tells
when you intended 'tell'.

r,

,

Rn

.

Don't rely on your grammar checker either. Even the
most recent versions of grammar checking software

programs are limited. Your gran^nar checker is an
mapproriate proofreading tool.
. Be prepared to proofread your report more than once.
Or getsomeone else to do it-someone whose
proofreading abihty you trust.

Since you will probably be making your own corrections,

you don't have to learn arithe conventional proofreading
Inarks. Mark the error with some Inark that you

understand, or with the correction. Preferably use a red pen

so that you can see the correction. When you come to edit

your work on the computer, make your correction, and

cross off the red Innrk with a blue or black pen so that you

know you have made that correction. If arithatsounds a
little tedious and unnecessary, you re getting part of the
message.

It is tedious, but it is not unnecessary.

The most useful reference text you can go to for help on

proofreading, including explanation of an the standard

symbols, is the Style mufti4nl(chapter 18 of the fifth edition)
Activity 5.2

Get some practice before you proofread your report.

Here's a passage from another section of this manual. I've
introduced seven errors. Proofread the passage. See if you

can find an the errors. By the way, only one of them would
be picked up by a spell checker. I know-Itried it.
All users of English can convey their message in

gramrriaticalconstructions based on the noun or the
verb. Thinking in terms of labels and static ideas will

produce a '10/1/1-based style; thinking in terms of people
doing things will produce a tierb-based style. The
ordinary usage of English, the style that people use in
their ordinary conversations, is tierb-based.

Both forIus of thinking are acceptable and logical. If you
think in ternrs of labels and static ideas however, your

meanings are harder to understand, more abstract, often
ambiguous. Writing containing noun based

constructions have little or no movement. Often such

style Inakes little reference to people. Its hard to
understand. Your readers are less likely to to accept

your ideas. So think in terms of people doing things.
Then your meanings win be easier to understand, less
abstract, usuaUy clear and precise. Writing containing
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verb-based constructions can have great pace and
movement. You should make reference to people where

this is appropriate. This style makes it easier for you to

create a favourable response in your reader.

Howdid you get on. Did you find an seven?

You should have realised by now that proofreading consists

of looking for detail arithe time-errors and inconsistencies.

There Troy be none, and that seenrs to make the task even
harder. If you reaUy feel you can't do it well, get son\eone
else to do it.

Now let's go back to your report. It's time to proofread that.
Activity 5.3
Proofread your report.

If you're using a computer: Mark a hard copy with anthe
corrections needed, then make the corrections on the
computer. Print out the final version of your report.

If you're using any other form, a typewriter or handwriting:
Mark a hard copy with anthe corrections. Retype the

report, or handwrite it again, if you have the time, and are
sure you will make no new nitstakes. To save you time and
effort white outthe error and make the correction as neatly
as you can.

Terrible job isn't it! Gives you a headache with arithat
concentration. It is, however, an essential task. One

spelling Trustake, one typographical error, and your who e
report could lose its credibility.

".

Final version-binding

OK, we're nearly finished. You've composed your draft,

edited it, proofread it. It now looks good-arithose pieces of
paper. Is that how you're going to give your report to your
reader?

Of course not. You could staple them together. At leastthe

pages would stay together and in the right order. But don't
you think a bit more highly of your reportthan that?

n~

You've put a lot of work into it. Wouldn't you like to show

your reader that you think that this is a first-rate piece of
work? Wouldn't you like them to think so? So put a cover

on your report. At least use a Inariilla folder, but preferabl
get one of the plastic binders. Make sure the binder is not

too big for your report. Don't get a ring binder unless your
report will pretty wellfillit. That would be a hundred or
more sheets of paper.

Put some lettering on the frontif you think it's appropriatethe title of your report. Make up a title on your computer
and glue it on, or use Letraset" or something similar.
Why anthis bother? To get your report noticed. You want
your readers to see your report and pick it out, because it
looks more attractive than any other document there
You've gottheir attention already-and they hasn't even
started to read your report yet.

Activity 5.4

A long-term activity. Nexttime you're in a stationery shop,
have a look at the range of binders and folders available and
make a note of their prices, Then when you need to make a
special appeal with some document you have written, you
win know where to go and what to get.
This should be an easy activity. But it may pay off one day

One final activity. Then we can count your written report as
complete, ready to hand to your reader. If you've done
everything you've been learning through these first five
sections, you know that your reader will make a favourable
,

response to your report.

".

Activity 5.5

Get an appropriate binder and put your report in it
We an like things to look good. Will your reader now be
impressed by the appearance of your report?
By now you have completed your written report. However,
you still have to presentthe information in this report to an
audience. in Section 6, we will look at the techniques for
junkirig an oral presentation.
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Assignment Tasks
Part of the work for this assignment you did in

Section 2. There you set up specifications for the

design of your document. However, because we had
not at that stage covered design, you may not have
known what to do. At this point, you will need to
look again at the design of your report.
You have three tasks to perform:

. set up a specification for the design of your
report

. proofreadthedraft
. add a cover or any other feature that makes your
report look attractive

You should already have carried these tasks as
Activities 5.1, 5.3, and 5.5.

,
".

04

Summary

filthts section we looked at some general design principles

that Inake a page look easy to read. We considered in
particular
balance betweenblackand white

style and size of type
line length
headings
illustrations

We then looked the other parts that you have to include in
your report, the front matter and end matter.

Remember proofreading is notjustsome boring chore, but
an essential activity to ensure that your report does notlose

credibility. We looked at some techniques to help you carry
outthis task as efficiently as possible.

Finally, we looked at some features that can help to make
your report look attractive, especially having it in a binder
Now that you have completed this section, do the following
Cheekyourprogress exercises to satisfy yourselfthat you

understand how to design a report(or any other document)
and presentit to your reader in an attractive form.

,
"
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Check your progress

Now you can puttogether arithat you have studied so far
and find out what you have learnt.

These exercises will help you to review the tifforinntion

presented in tilts section. They will also give you an

opportunity to test yourskiUs-to find yourstrengths and
weaknesses as a report-writer.

You will find answers to these exercises in the Suggested
.

responses section at the end of the manual.
First you can test your knowledge of page design.
Exercise I

What are the five featLires of design that you need to

consider when you are designing a report?
,.....................................

.......................................

.....................................

. .......................................

.................................

What principles will you follow when you are designing the
text for your report?
........................................

.............................................

..........................................................

.......................................

............................................

When should you use illustrations such as diagrarns, tables
and graphs?
.............................................

....................................

.....................................

RA

You have to consider the overan format of a report as well

as the design of the pages. Try these questions to test your
knowledge. You should consultthe Appendix as weU as
tliis section to fill out your information.
Exercise2

Whatis the forICtion of a summary?
...........................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................

How would you go about witingasumn^ry?
...........................................................................................................

......................,....................................................................................

...........................................................................................................

Do you always include a table of contents in your report?
...........................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................

.....................,....................................................................................

What are the two functions of an appendix?
...........................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................
,

e

What information goes in the body of the report?
...........................................................................................................

...........................................................................................................

...................................................................................................

hawhat part do you acknowledge your use of someone
else's material?
....................................................................................,.......

.............

................................................................................................
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Now let's look at some of the problerns and techniques of
proofreading.
Exercise 3

What kinds of errors do you look for when you are
proofreading a do^linent?
in general
...............................................................

...............................................................

.......................................................................

in detail
.....................................................

....................................................................................

......................................................................................... .

..................................................................................

Give one ortwo reasons why you should not proofread on a
computer screen.
...........................................................

.....................................................................................

. .....................................................................

What checking can yourspeU checker notdo?
.....................................................................,...................
,

....................................................................................

.....................................................................................................

Whatisthe most important pmdplethat you have to
follow when you are proofreading?
. ..........................................................................

....................................................................

. .................................................................

rin

Finally, let's look at some ways of Inaking your reportlook
attractive to your reader.
Exercise 4

What are some things you can do with your document once

you have printed the final version?
..........................................

.............................

................................................... 00 ....................................

Why would you want to do these things?
..................................................... .

..................................................

Designing a page, proofreading-these may be new activities
to you. So now work through this final check to see how
weU you have Innstered this information.
Exercise 5

Ivlark the following statements true or false.
I A spendieckersaves times in proofreading.
. True

, False

2 The lines of type in your documents can be any length
you like.
q

True

q

False

3 A page should have roughly the same areas of white
space and black text.
. True

. False

4 Proofreading on a computerscreen is quick and easy.
. True

, False

5 You should not use too many headings in a document.
1:1 True

, False

6 You present your report to your reader with a page
design and an overall appearance that will make that
reader want to read it
. True
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Section 6: Presenting the report in
-spokenform
Learning outcome

This section addresses Learning Outcome D: Deliver an oral

presentation based on the written document.
Introduction
Aim of this seation

This section has three main anus:

I to show you the need to selectirofonnation that will be
different from what you included in your written report
2 to set outtechniques that will allow you to present
yourself effectiveIy as the presenter
3 to describe differentforrus of visualsupport so that you
choose which will be effective for your presentation
Time needed to study it
You will need to allow aboutfour hours to complete the

readings, activities and exercises in this section.
Equipment needed

YQU Troy need to get hold of a video camera, if possible.
(You may need it to record your presentation if you cannot
get to see your tiltor for this assignment).
You Troy also need to get access to fiirn and a photo-copier
so that you can Treke transparencies for an overhead
projector.

,
,.

You will also need any other equipment required to produce
visual aids for your presentation.

You are not expected to produce materials electronically.
But if you know how to use such prograrns, such as
PowerPoint", and would prefer to set up your visuals in
this form, describe this in a statement attached to your
presentation.

rin

In this section . . .

We will lookat how to present information orally. That
involves

. learning how to analyse your audience
. learning what information comes across bestin an oral
presentation, and what should be left out
learning how to organise your information and to make
.

that organisation obvious to your audience
. learning how to use the voice effectiveIy
. learning how to use your body effectiveIy
. and learning how to dealwith your nervousness.

Read through the whole of this section quickly to see whatit
covers. Then go back and read each part carefully, noting
particularly anything that is new or different for you.
Do any Activities specified, and check your responses

againstthe Suggested responses at the back of the manual.
Complete any Assignment Tasks that are given. When you

have completed the module, go through the Checkyour
progress exercises, and check your answers againstthe
Answers at the back of the manual.

,
,
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Giving an oral presentation

You've written your report and subrnitted it to the Council
Engineer. She's very impressed with it. She agrees with
your recoinmendations, and now wants Council's approval
to go ahead with them. She calls you into her office. Her
name, by the way, is loan Arrnstrong.

I. A. : "Iwas very impressed by your report. Very good.
Weit structured, easy to read. Ifully agree with your
recommendations. You madea good case"
You feellike blushing.

I. A. : 'or want you to present your report to Council. " That
takes you by surprise. "You can't just read it the way
it is, I know, but I want you to senthe idea to Council.

You know, pitch it to them so that they will go ahead
with your proposals. "
You hadn't counted on this. You thoughtthat once your

report was written you were finished with it. But
presenting it to Council? Being there and talking to then\!
Wow, that's a bit scary. You hearjoan butting into your
thoughts.

I. A. : "I can give you a bit of a hand with this presentation.

It's not as bad as it sounds. ITementber when I had to

Inake my first presentation. I was petrified. But my
boss gave me a few hints, and I've never forgotten
them. Now it's my turn to pass them on to you. "
So she talks and you listen. Overthe next week she keeps

working with you on your presentation, and you slowly
learn that it really will not be the terrifying task that it
seemed at first. It's largely a mutter of careful preparation.
You're still a bit frightened of being in front of Council. But
loan keeps telling you, there are ways of handling your
nervousness. So you work with her. Sh^ tells you that she's

going to give you seven tasks. Some of them sound very
like the tasksldescribed when you were writing your

report. The others are concerned with how to speak to an
audience, how to present information visually, and how to
deal with your nervousness.

^^

' Know who your audience is and whatthey are looking
for.

. Know what you want to tenthem.
. Selectthe infonnation that will best get your message
across to them.

. Orgariise this into a form that will grab and hold their
attention.

. Deliver your message, using a style that win appeal to
them.

. Deliver your message, using your voice and body
effectiveIy.

. Support your message with appropriate visual aids.
You: "You haven'ttold me how to deal with my
nervousness, loan".

I. A. : "If you do an of those things, you'll have already dealt
with your nervousness. "

You're a bit uneasy aboutthis, but you decide to go along
with her.

loan keeps talking to you. Remember, however, that you
have already assembled and selected your information, and
you already know the main message you want to get

across-your recommendations. As she says, you know
more aboutthis matter than anyone at present. You can

speak from that position of knowledge. You realise you
hadn'tthought of that before. It nukes you feel good.
We'llfoUow through the tasks that loan outlined for you

But first, I want you to do some thinking aboutthis whole
business of Inaking an oral presentation
,

,.
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Activity 6.1

Write down everything you can think of that Trekes
speaking different from writing.
speaking

writing
...............................................

.....................................................

...............................................

.....................................................

...............................................

...............................................

...............................................

.................................................

.....................................................

.....................................................

...............................................

.....................................................

...............................................

.....................................................

...............................................

.....................................................

...............................................

.....................................................

...............................................

.....................................................

...............................................

.....................................................

...............................................

.....................................................

...............................................

.....................................................

.......,.......................................

..................................,..................

...............................................

.....................................................

...............................................

.....................................................

......................................,........

..................".................................

,

Ihope that helps you to realise first, why you cannot simply
read out your report to the council, and secondly, why you
have to undertake the tasks that loan and Ihave outlined.

,,~"
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Know who your audience is and whatthey are looking for
I. A. : "who are you making your presentation to?" asks
loan.
You: 'The Council. "

I. A. : "So who are they? What are they like? Write down
what you know aboutthem. Arid do remember that

they are just ordinary human beings. "
So you start to analyse your audience--in the same way that
you analysed your reader for your written report. Let's
remind ourselves of some of the questions you asked then.
. Who is my audience?
. How much do they already know of the subject?
. What do they expectfrom my presentation?
. Whatindividualpreferences do they have?
. Why do they need this presentation?
Your audience? The Council. An administrative body. But
also a collection of ordinary people.
Their knowledge? Probably very little. As loan says, you're
now the expert.
Their expectations? As the Council, they want to be helped
towards the best decision. They already have your written
report, so they already have your argLiments and
recommendations. Butthey wantthe personal touch, not
just some pieces of paper, to help them make the right

decision. And they may want to ask you questions. Oh,
you hadn'tthought of that before, had you!
Their preferences? As a Council, accurate information, clear
presentation. As people, they will want you to grab and

hold their attention. And they don'fwant to work too hard
at understanding what you are saying to them.

Why do they need your presentation? As I have said, to
help them make a good decision. In one sense, they don't
need your presentation. They already have your report.
Butthey want to see the person who has written the report,

notjustthe report itself. They wantthe opportunity to ask
you questions. They wantthat personal touch to reassure
them.

You'll be giving your presentation at a Council meeting.
That's a fairly formal occasion. But it doesn't mean you
have to be formal. Speak to them as people as weU as
Council members. So as with your report, use an informal
style. More aboutthis later.
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Activity 6.2

Write out your analysis of your audience. Because you are
not actually speaking to your local Council, you have to

Treke up your details. But make them as realas you can.
You should now have a clear pictore of your audience.

Know what you wantto tellthem
Whatisthe main message you wantto convey to your

audience? If you had one minute for your presentation,
what would you wantto tenthem?

Obviously you want to get your recommendations across to

them, you want to convince them to do something about

safety in the Council's playgrounds. What else? What are
the ITLain points that you feelyou must get across to your
audience?

They will want

o a briefstatement of the problem, so that they know
whatthis whole business is about

. a statement of your solution to this problem
. the reasons you chose this solution
They will riot want

. lots offacts and figures, because they are hard to take in
. a cold and objective statement of your information
So think carefully about your information.
,

. What bits do they need to know, can they not do
without? You'll have to putthem in.

. What bits willsound antightin your written reports,
but win not come acrosstoo wentfyou have to say
them aloud? You'it leave them out.

. How long will your presentation last? You can give
only so much information intr^ttime.

Think carefuUy. If you're not sure if you should putin any
bit of infonriation, probably you should leave it out-at least
for the time being.

^
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Activity 6.3

Decide on your message and the main points that you
believe you must get across to your audience. Write these
down.

Although the Councilhas riotset a time for your
presentation, loan thinks that about fifteen nitnutes will be
adequate. So cut down your information so that you can fit
it in to that time.

Why did you decide on this set of information? Why did
you leave outthe other information?

Selectthe information that will best get your message across to them
One of the differences you should have recorded in Activity
6.1 is that your audience has to listen to your presentation.
So? That means they will hearthe message once and it is

gone. hireading, ifthey miss something they can go back
and read it again. In speaking, they can't do that. That has
all sorts of effects on the information you choose for your
oral presentation-and on the way you presentit
You could justread them your recommendations. Try it

Read out your recommendations aloud and see whatthey
sound like. Didn't sound too good, did it. Why? Because

we don't presentthe same kind of information in speaking
as we do in writing, and we presentit in a different way
You have anthe information you need for your
presentation. You assembled it for your written report. But
you will not presentit an to your audience.
,

,

Your audience has to listen to what you are presenting to

them. Listening is a fairly inefficient way of taking in
information. People usuaUy understand and retain only
about a quarter of whatthey listen to. So you cannotjust
give your message once. In addition, people's concentration

wavers during an oral presentation. It is high at the
beginning. At that point your audience is prepared to listen
to what you have to say to them. If you then grab their
attention, they win continue to listen to you. If you don't,
you will lose their attention and may not be able to getit
back Even then, people cannot keep paying attention at a
high level anthe time. After a few minutes, their minds can
wander off to something else. Their attention keeps coming
and going during your presentation. After about 25
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Inmutes, aimost everyone will no longer be paying

attention. You as presenter cannot hold their attention all
the time. So you have to design your presentation to anow
for these changes in attention. Very simply,
. capture their attention by giving them something
important-a mum point

give them infonnation to which they no longer have to
pay attention at such a high level
. then give them another main point
There's an old piece of advice that you will read in mmny
books on public speaking; "I'ellthem what you re going to
.

tenthem; ten them; tenthem what you've have told them .

We'Madd that advice to our three points above.

. CaptLire their attention by telling them that you re going
to give them a mum point.
. Giveyourn^in point.

. Examine that point, discuss it, give examples of it, tell
stories aboutit.

o Repeatthat mainpoint.
. Tenthem what you're going to dealwith next.

Notice whatis happening. Not only are you giving them
information, but you are also Treking your organisation

obvious to your audience. We'U dealwith that in more
detail tilthe next part.
YouI. next task, then, is to fill outthe Inain points. What

information are you going to give about each pointthat will
hold your audience's attention, that will help them to
understand and retain your main points?

Activity 6.4

Look at the Inain points you worked outin Activity 6.3,
Add to each one the inforn^tion you need to
. hold your audience'sattention
,

. help them to understand and retain your main points
You're notfinished yet, but you should by now be getting a
clearer idea that the information you present in an oral

presentation is differentfrom what you presentin a written
report.

^^

Organise mis into a form that will grab and hold their attention

You've already started to look at organisation-the three
points of that advice for it'stance. Now you need to take
that view a step further, as you design the whole of your
presentation.

lust as for each Inairi point, you tellyour audience what

you're going to tenthem, tenthem, ten them what you've
told them, so you foUow the same advice forthe whole

presentation. Now you need to fill outthe overaU structure
of your presentation.

Tenthem what you're going to tenthem: Start with an
introduction that states clearly, though not necessarily in
this order,

what you're going to talk about-the content of your
presentation

I want to tell you about ways to inIProve the safety of
our children's playgrounds. I'll discoss current
Australian standards for playground equipnTent. And
of course I'llbe referring to that accident, and I'U show
you how it can be avoided tilthe tiltLire.
how you've organised your information
I'll outline what has been done so far, and whatlam

recommending Councilshould do in the future
how long you're going to take-then they know what
they're in for

I propose to speak for about fifteen winutes ..

how your audience can participate, especially if you're
going to arrow questions and when

I propose to speak for aboutfifteen minutes, and then
I'll give you the chance to ask, guestions.
what visual aids you're going to use

IPropose to show you photographs offaulty and safe
equipment, and plane for safe playgrounds. I also have
a handout on safety that I'll give to you at the end of
this presentation.

Then your audience knows exactly what to expect, and they
can adjusttheir own attention levels accordingly. You ve
given them the equivalent of the front matter of your report
After that you give the body of your presentation-your
Inain message, your main points, with an the extra

nitormation you feelis necessary, supported by your visual
aids.
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Finally you ten them that you've finished. You sum up
your main message. You invite questions (ifthis is where
you said you were going to havethem). Then you sit down.
It's over.

To giveyou an-idea of how long anthis will take-if your
presentation is timed to last fifteen minutes, plan
. for your introduction, about one nunute

. for the body of your report, aboutthirteen minutes
. forthesumming up, about one minute

If you're expecting lots of questions, you may like to shorten
the body of your presentation. But give them anthe
important infonnation. They should not be trying to get

from you by questioning information that they expected you
to tenthem in the body of your presentation.

Ihaven't mentioned writing out your presentation. As a

general rule don't. Prepare a set of headings and speak to
them. If you write outthe whole of your presentation,
you'll be tempted to read it. If you do, your presentation
willsound flat and dull. We'U see why in the next part.

You know your information. You have selected what you re
going to use. Write your headings-your keywords-and
speak from them.

Activity 6.5

Design the total structure of your presentation.
You may like to set out your headings in three sections:
introduction, body, and conclusion. Use headings only;

do

riot write out your information.
,

You should now have the information for your presentation,

and you should have organised it into an effective order.
Check it to make sure. Will your presentation fitinto fifteen
minutes?

, rin

Delver your message, using a style that will appeal to them

You've prepared your presentation. Now you're standing
in front of Councilat their monthly meeting. What are you
going to say?

When you write your report, you uselanguageand you
transcribed it onto paper. You're still going to use language,
but now you have to say it aloud. That means
. using a style that your audience win respond to
favourably

. using various 'tricks' to grab and hold their attention
and interest

It also means using your voice effectiveIy. I'll talk about
your voice in the next part, along with ways of using your
body effectiveIy.
Style
The style is easy. You use plain English. But it's a bit more
than that. You use spoken plain English.

Try reading part of your report aloud. Is that the way you
speak? No, it isn't. We use slightly dffferentlangtiage in
our speaking and writing. in particular, we usually speak at
an informal level, and doser to the colloquial end of the

range. We commonly use shortened forjus like 'he's' and
'I'm' and 'doesn't. We use a smaller vocabulary because we

speak about farmliar and everyday things. We use shorter
and simpler sentences. We give spoken clues to our
listeners to what we are going to say (like "I'd better explain

that', or "My next main pointis", or "On the other hand")
We use these clues in writing as well. In speaking they can
be critical.
,

'Tricks'

,

Sometimes when you are listening to someone, you find that
you want to keep listening-both your attention and your
interest are locked on to this person's conversation. Whatis
it that so grabs your attention? It may be the person's voice,
it Inny be the information, it may be the style. But it's also
likely to be the extras that the person builds in to the
conversation-stories and anecdotes, vivid metaphors,

special appeals to your feetings or interests. You can build
in sillttlar features to your presentation
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Stories and anecdotes

Everyone likes listening to stories. We can relate to the

people in them; but more importantthey make the
information easier for us to visualise. Why should we want
to see things? Because our eyes are our donjinant sense for
receiving information.
So you could say to the Council, "Swings can cause
accidents. A child can easily run in front of a swing and be
knocked down by it. " Or you could say, "11nagine little

Chris having a swing. Suddenly Kim runs in front of the
swing and gets knocked down. " The information is aimost
identical. The response is quite different. What makes the
difference? The reference to the children. The audience can

see this incident happening; it is notjust the reporting of
possibilities.
Metaphors
Metaphors provide another means of helping the audience
to visualise the scene. Make then\ vivid, and don't overdo

them. But every so often you can say something like
"Making our playgrounds safe is the Council's good
manners to our children. "

Special appeals
If you know that members of the Council have special
interests, you can look at them and appeal to that interest. If
you can't do that, remember that human beings are
interested in other human beings. You can always appeal to
their feelings of caring, to their concern for children.
Conclusion

An of these 'tricks' help to nlake your presentation more
real to your audience because they help them to visualise

the information and they keep referring. !o people. Don't
overdo these devices, don't make them sentimental, do use

them when you want to nTake a special effect. These devices
also help to present you as a person-a feature of
presentations that we'U examine in the next part.

Adjvity 6.6

Think about your information. Think about any points at
which you could build in one of the devices I've just
described.

Thinkup some story or anecdote, a vivid metaphor, a
special appeal, that you Thight make at these points, and
note them down.

If you can't think of any, don't worry. Buttwo or three of
these linght lift your presentation and give it extra appeal.

Deliver your message, using your voice and body effective Iy

You've prepared your presentation. You're standing in
front of Council at their monthly meeting. You now know

what you are going to say. Butthey can see you and hear
you. What are you going to do with your voice and your
body? You're going to do something-it had better be the
right something. What your audience sees and hears gives
you credibility, not what you say.

That may sound surprising. A lot of inexperienced speakers
getit wrong. They think that they are going to be
convincing by the message they convey. But your audience
is more aware of you as a person standing there and

speaking than they are of the information you are telling
them. One researcher (A Mehrabian) claims that 55% of

your credibility comes from whatthe audience sees, 38%
from whatthey hear, and only 7% from the infornTation
itself. Whatever the proportion is, you need to realise that
when you are making a presentati6n your audience is
listening and watching as well as understanding. The
success of your presentation comes largely from whatthey
see and listen to. Help! You appeal to loan again.
You: "If this is right, what do I do?"

I. A. : 'The voice is fairly easy. You use that quite well

already. You also need to consider where you stand,
how you stand, how you move, and most particularly,
where you look. "
You: "Go on, ten me more. "
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Your voice

Speaking uses certain feattires that writing doesn't' have, in
parti^11ar variations mspeed, volunre and pitch. You may
not be able to consciously vary'these very much for your

presentation, but you do have to anow yourself to speak
freely and namraUy, using these features as effectiveIy as
you can.

Variations mspeed

You naturaUy speakat a certain speed. During your

presentation, make sure that you do not speak too fast.
Your audience win not hear an your wordsclearly ifyou do

If you naruraUy speak a little fast(and Australians have a
reputation for speaking fast), learn to slow down a little.
You also narurally vary that speed on certain occasions. As

you Inake a main point, you slow down a little from your
nonnalspeed. You Inay not notice it in your normal
conversations, but your listeners do. They use it as one

signal that you're going to tenthem something important.
As you give supplementary information^xamples, stories
and so on-you speed up again.

One way you controlyourspeed in a presentation is by
making pauses. You may feel a little self-conscious about
these to start with. Make a pause, of one to two seconds,
after you have made an important point, so that your
audience can think aboutit and learn it. You can also make

a short pause before you make a n\am point, to draw your
audience's attention to it.
Variations in volume

Your voice will also have a namral volume. In most cases

that will be loud enough for ordinary conversations. Will it
be loud enough for you to speak in the Councilchamberso

that every nTernber of your audience cain- hear you clearly?
You must not raise the volunIe of your voice so that you

sound as if you're yelling. Your audience won't like that. In
any case, yotir voice may wear out before your presentation
is finished. You must learn to project your voice-to speak

loudly enough that your voice willsound natural, and to
speak in such a way that the sound reaches an of your
audience. You will probably have no problems with this. If
you speak clearly, if you look up, if you make the sounds
clearly, your audience should hear you. If you have
problems, you'U need to do something aboutit
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You also Innke variations in volume from time to time

Every word has some difference in volume; one syriable
said louder than the others' That's the nomtal

pronunciation of English words. You suddenly increase the
volume if you want to emphasise a point. You speak a little
softer if you want to show that you are telling a secret, or
taking people into your confidence. You already do such
things normally and namraUy. Listen to yourself, and other
people. Be sure to do the same things during your
presentation.
Variations in pitch

The main way in which we vary pitch is by intolintioii. As

we speak, we sing little tunes-our voices go up and down in
patterns. These give clues to our listeners aboutthe
,

function of what we're saying. We sing differenttunes
when we are making statenTents, asking questions that

expect certain answers, making statenTents that we are
unsure about. Listen to yourself and other people, and
you'll hear them. in your presentation you must continue

to sing these tunes. Your audience needs them. If you
speak without much variation (perhaps because you're

nervous) you do not give your audience enough clues about
your meaning, and they n\ay n\tsunderstand you.
We also raise our pitch when we get excited and lower it
when nothing much importantis happening. Listen to a
racing commentator

Arrow your voice to use its natural variation as you speak,
and you'll have no problerns
Conclusion

Your voice is a wonderfulIy flexible instrument. Listen to it,
become aware of everything it can do. Then learn to use it

effectiveIy whenever you have to 11^ake a presentation.
Your body
Where you stand

You normally stand in front of your audience, and near any
equipment you may have to use-a white board, an
overhead projectorand so on. You Inny have no choice
about how far away from them you should stand, but you
should riotseem to be remote. You should not use a

rostrum unless you have no choice. I know it's something
to grab hold of, but it's also a barrier between you and your
audience, and having one makes you seem to lack
confidence. You may weU want a table in front of you to
putthings on. Stand back a bitfrom that so that when you
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look at your notes, you drop only your eyes and not your
head. We'U see why soon. Have freespace around you so
that you can move. You should not be hemmed in by your
equipment.
Howyoustand

Stand up straight, but not to attention, take up an easy
stance that gives the impression that you are at ease and
confident(regardless of how you feel). Take your weight on
both feet, and avoid switching from one foot to the other.
Don't lean against anything, and don't clutch onto the

rostrunn ifyou have to use one' You need to be free to nlove
from your. position, not only to your equipnlent, but also to

different positions associated with different functions.
Give your introduction from one position (say, straight in
front of your audience), then move say to your right to give
your first main point. Move to your left to give your
explanation of that point. Then niove back to the right.
Your audience winnow expect another main point. They
will have associated the location with the kind of

information you give. So move from right to left as the
information changes. Go to your equipment as you need to
Finally come back to the centre to finish your presentation.
Sound strange? Your audience won't think so
How you move

You move your WITole body, you move your hands and
anus, you move your face-and you allow them to ntove
natureUy.
You can, and should, n\ove your body without nloving your
feet, to turn towards different parts of your audience. You
can turn just your head; buttuming your whole body
junkes the movement niore definite. L;kewise, if you have
something special to say to them, you can lean towards your
audience.

The movements you make with hands and amIs arecalled
gestures. You linke these alithe time in your ordinary
conversations^ven when you're on the phone and your
listener can't see you! So keep on making then\-justlet
them happen. You may have to nlake them a little bigger if
you have a large audience. You'U be able to use both arms
because your notes will be on a table. Another good reason
for standing back from the table, otherwise you'll knock it

.,~,
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The movements you make with your face are called facial
expressions, and you probably have very limited control over

them. So allow yourself to sadle when that's appro nate,

raise your eyebrows if you're telling them something
surprising, and so on. Again, just let them happen.
Where you look

You look at the eyes of your audience. It's called eye contact,
and it's the way you-establish contact with them. You look
at one person's eyes for two or three seconds, then at
someone else's, then a third, and so on. Msomeone is not

looking at you, look to sonreone who is. Don't set up a
pattern, and vary that tinte as niuch as you like. But don't

look at anyone for less than about a second. You are talking
to people; so you must look at them. You do this in your
ordinary conversations; do it here too.

Activity 6.7

A Write outthe introduction to your presentation in full
Read it aloud and listen to yourself.
Now throw away that script, and make your
presentation using only your keywords. Listen to
yourself.
What differences did you detect, in both your style and
your voice?

B Rehearse yotrr presentation, using only your keywords.
Stand up somewhere, and speak your presentation
Listen to yourself carefully
Preferably rehearse in front of a full-length mirror so
that you see what you audience willsee. Make the
movements, gestures and so of*,
Rehearse everything, notjust the words.

What problerns did you have (apartfrom feeting foolish
about giving a presentation without an audience)? Did
everything sound and look free and confident?
Become aware of your voice and alithe variations it is
capable of. Listen to yourselfspeak, and remember to use
allits namralfeatures when you make your presentation
Look at yourself, and try to visualise yourself as your
audience win see you
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Support your message with appropriate visual aids
Your audience win expectto see things other than you. You

support what you say (and whatthey see and listen to) by
titsi, nl"ids. You can choose from a whole range of these
aids. 1'111ist them, but I'M describe just three.
o actual objects-but you're unlikely to bring a swing into
the Councilchamber

. blackboard or whiteboard-whichever is supplied
. overheadprojector-highly likely
. slide projector-rather limited in its use except for
pictures that the audience ntust see; even then an
overhead projector will do it as well
o VCR and monitor-again linlited unless your audience
must see movement

. flitn projector-very limited, and usually replaced by a
VCR and monitorthese days
. handout-highly useful
. posters, maps, charts, and other large wari displaysuseful mainly for a long-lasting presentation
The three I'm going to deal with, the three you're nlost
likely to use, are the whiteboard, overhead projector (from
here on called the OHP) and handouts.
Whiteboard

This: will be supplied. You need several pens of different
colotrrs, with firm and sharp tips, and a clean eraser.
Use a whiteboard to make quick records. Do not use it for
anything long, not even as long as a sentence. Use it to
. buildup asummary

,
"

. write up examples
. make quickdrawirIgs, maps, and so on
. dealwith questions from the audience
Overhead projector
Use it for much the same purposes as a whiteboard. It has
the advantages that you prepare the transparencies in
advance, and that you continue to look at your audience
while you are showing a transparency. So when you are
showing a transparency, don't look at the screen
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Don't puttoo much on a transparency, not more than about

twenty words or so. Make the typeface fairly-large, about 18
point, so that the OHP projects an image that everyone can
see. Use colourifyou can.

Always put a hansparency onto the glass before switching
the 01.1P on, and switch it off before removing the

transparency. If you want to show a series of
transparendes, learn to lap-dissolve them-sliding one on as
you slide the other off.

Note If you want to make a spectacular display and have
access to the technology, use a powerboard on your

OHP, coupled to a con\puter, with your transparencies

prepared using a progranInke PowerPointTM
Handouts

If you want your audience to take away information from
the presentation, prepare a handout, and give it to them at
the end of your presentation. Take special care over its
design; you want your audience to take the handout away
and read it, not drop it on the seat before they leave. Do not
putthis kind of information on a whiteboard or ohp
transparency.

Activity 6.8

Decide which visual aids you want to support your

presentation. Remember they support what you say; they
are notjust decoration.
Then prepare those aids

When you do rehearse your presentations, remember to use
these visual aids, so that you incorporate them easily and
,

fluently.
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A cry for help

You: 'John, you stiM haven'ttold me how to get rid of my
nervousness.

I. A. : "You don't get rid of your nervousness, you learn to
dealwith it. Everything I've said win help you to do
that. "

You: "How?" You're quite mystified.
I. A. "Do you know who your audience is and whatthey're
like?"
You: "Yes. "

I. A. : "Do you know what you want to say to your
audience?"
You: "Yes. "

I. A. : "Have you prepared your notes, so that you know
what to say next?"
You: "Yes. "

I. A. : "Do you know what to do with your voice and your
body once you're in front of your audience?"
You: "Yes. "

I. A. : "Have you prepared all your visual aids. "
You: "Yes. "

I. A. : "So what are you nervous about?"

You: "Just the prospect of doing it-of giving this
presentation. "

,

*.

I. A. : "That's fair enough. But don't go making yourself
nervous when you don't need to be. Oh yes, you'll
feel nervous when you first stand up there in front of
them. But once you get going, you'U forget anthat as
you see them responding to you. "
You: "You mean that?"

I. A. : "Isurely do. "
You: "Good. Rollon the presentation. "

Conclusion

And that's it. You've done it. You've given your
presentation, and it has been successful.

Now, one lastthirig. What you have learned and practised
tilthis module is notjtist another subject to do as part of a

course. It is aimed at helping you to be proficient at writing
reports and giving presentations whenever and wherever
you need to. Don't expect to be perfect on your first go. But
you know what to do, you know what to look for if
something goes wrong, you know how to correctit.
So now go and do it!

,
,
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Assignment task

Make your oralpresentation.
If you followed the suggested scenario, your
audience is the Council.

If you have not yet completed an the activities in
this section, do them now.

. Know who your audience is and whatthey are
looking for.
. Know what you want to ten them.
. Selectthe inforn^tion that will best get your
message across to them.
. Organise this into a form that wingrab and hold
their attention.

. Deliver your message, using a style that will
appeal to them.
. Deliver your message, using your voice and
body effectiveIy.
. Support your message with appropriate visual
aids.

Because you are being assessed for an oral
presentation, we will need to see and hear your
presentation. If you cannot make your presentation
illfront of your tutor, or someone appointed for the
task, you win have to video yourself, or get
someone to do it for you. Simply set up the camera
where the audience would be, and leave it there.

You are not being assessed on your ability to make a
video.
,
,.

Subrntt your video with any visual aids you have
prepared. We do not need to see your notes, It is
your oral presentation itselfthat we are assessing.

Ame

n, r

n~","~,:.. ~

n ,~~~,"

, 7 ,

Summary

filthis section we looked at how to make an effective oral
presentation. We set up seven tasks that you have to carr

out in order to ensure that your presentation will be
successful:

. Know who your audience is and whatthey are lookin
for.

. Know what you want to ten them.

.

. Selectthe infonnation that will bestget your message
across to them.

. Organise this into a form that wingrab and hold their
attention.

. Deliver your message, using a style that win appeal to
them.

. Deliver your message, using your voice and body
effectiveIy.

. Support your message with appropriate visual aids
If you follow the guidelines, you will be able to deal with
your nervousness.

Now that you have completed this section, do the foHowing
Check your progress exercises to satisfy yourselfthat you
understand how to make an oralpresentation.

,

*
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Check your progress

Now you can puttogether an that you have studied so far
and find out what you have learnt.

These exercises will help you to review the infoririation
presented in tliis section. They will also give you an
opportunity to test yourskills-to find your strengths and
weaknesses as a report-writer.
You will find answers to these exercises tilthe Suggested
responses section at the'end of the nunual.
Exercise I

Describe some of the main differences between writing and
speaking, and the effects these have on your presentation.
................................................................... .

................................................................

.................................................................... .

......................................................................

..................................................................

...................................................................... ..

.......................................................................

.........................................................................................

.................................................................

.................................................................
,
,

................................................................

....................................................... .

...................................................... ...

...............................................................

..................................................................

You're standing in front of your audience. You have

thoroughly prepared your presentation. You're about to
speak to them.
Exercise 2

A What are the three meansthat you will use to convey
your message effectiveIy to your audience?
..................................................................................................

....................................................................................................

B Describe some of the features of each of these that you
have to take note of during your presentation.

...................................................................................................

...................................................................................................

...................................................................................................

You support your presentation with visual aids. Of alithat
you could have access to, three will be most useful
Exercise 3

Listthe three most useful visual aids that you will use, and
describe what you can use them for'and what you should
not use them for.
........................................................................

..........................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................

.........................................................................................................
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The finel exercise for this module.

Exercise 4

Ivlark the foUowirig statements true or false.
I ATieffective way to Inake your presentation is to read
your report to your audience.
. True

2

. False

You make contact with your audiences through their
eyes.
. True

3

You gain most of your credibility from your
perforn^rice in front of your audience.
. True

4

. False

U False

Your audience will pay attention to what you say for as

long as you keep speaking.
. True
5

, False

You dealwith your nervousness by preparing

thoroughly and by observing how they respond to you.
. True
6

. False

Making an oral presentation can be most enjoyable and
satisfying.
Q True

D

False

,
,

, r, ~,

A, r

n ___..,,_. _

n _.__ ,_
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Assignment file
,

The assignments

Your taskis to produce a report, and presentit tiltsvo
fomis<, ne written, one spoken. The reason for tits is to

show you how the different ways of coriumuriicatirig
produce quite different presentations.
The following scenario outlines a problem, You should
. definetheproblemaccorately
. assemble information that will help you solve the
problem
. find one or more solutions to that problem
. choose the most effective solution

. produce argLmtents to justify that choice

If you don't like the suggested topic for any reason-it's not
the sort of work you do, it's not your field of study, you
would have problems finding titomtati. on-then set up your
own scenario. Checktliis with your tutorto make sure that

thereports you produce will allowyou to satisfy arithe
criteria.

Suggested scenario

Recently some residents have expressed concern aboutthe

lack of safety msome children's playgrounds tilthe parks
adn'trustered by the local government council. They are not
happy about the desigr'I of the equipment or its location, and
they believe that the coundlshould be doing more to make
the areas safe (like erecting fences). There have been no
serious acddents at any of the playgr. oarids, but parents
have often reported near nitsses. The Countdlis now

mumediately involved, because last week a small girlwas
injured when she ran in front of a swing and was}^locked
down by it.
If you want to write an analytical report. You are an

adrriiriistrative officer working with the Coundl. You have
been asked by the CouncilErigi. neerto exarrntie the acddent,
and write recommendations for overcoming the problem in
the future. You are to ignore the legal probleirrs arising
from the acddent. Your task 1sto find ways of preventing
the accident from happening agari.
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If you wantto write a proposal. You are the secretary of a

group of concerned residentsthat has been formed to lobby
.

4:11e Coundlfor safer fadlities implaygrounds tilthe

Coundl's parks. Your group has gottogether and hascome
up with a number of ideasthat they nowwantto putto the
Council. They have asked you assecretary to compile the
proposal.
Your two assignments. Same scenario, same problem, same
itIformation.

Write a report setting up your recommendations to
improve the safety of playgr. ounds, and in particular for
preventing acddents there. Address your report to the
CoundlEngineer.
2 Present your report to a meetirig of the Council.
OR

I Write a proposalsetting up your recommendationsto
improve the safety of playgrounds, and in particular for
preventing acddents there. Address your proposal to
the Copyidl.

2 Present your proposal to a meeting of the Coundl.
Some advice. Make tits scenario real for yourself. Ask
yourself questions like those set out initie nexttwo
paragraphs, and make up any titormation you like. You do
not have to use itIformati. on about an existing council.
Give the councila name. Where is it? Give people names.
Where is the park? On whatstreet? In whatsort of
neighbourhood? Who goes there? When? What does the

playground looklike? What about the playgrounds in other
parks? What do the playgrounds tilthose parkslooklike?

Does the Councilhave a designstandard f6r playgrounds?
You workfortliis Copyidl. Whatspedficworkdo you do?
in whatsecti. on/branch/ division do you work?
Ivlake alitiis information spedfic. The more realthe
situation is for you, the better you can visualise it, the more

effective will be the workyou do for these assi^linents.
And write down all the it, formation so that you have a
backgz. oar. d to workfrom.

Ifyou wantto write your own scenario

Do the same thing that 11^ve done: devise a scenario.
. imagine an orgariisati. on that has a problem.
. Defineftieproblem.

. Identify the person who has asked you to prepare the
report or the group that may need a solution.
. Write out arithis itIformation to make the situation real

for you.
Then define the two assignments. Submit your proposal to

your tutorbefore you go any further (that is, assoon as you
start doing work on tliis module) because you will have to
work on these tasksthrougl'IOUt the module.
Submitting your assignments
You have to submit a written report and a spoken report.
Written report

Write your report using the structure set out below. For
preference, word-process your report and printit on any
kind of printer. If you have no computer, and no accessto
one, type your report, or handwrite it. Because the design
of your report is assessable, be sure that you lay out the
page carefuUy to make it readable, and that you set up
several different levels of heading.
Report structure. Set out your report using this structure.
introduction
. authorisation
.

ami

,
,.

. methodsofinvesti. gati. on
. scope

Statement of problem
Statement of solution(s)

Discussion of solution(s)
Recommendations

Subiriit your report in a form that you believe will be
appropriate to your reader and purpose. Your tutor will
give you the deadline. Manyourreport to arrive by that
date.
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Spoken report
Get hold of a video camera and record your presentation to
~the Copyidl. The carriera can be kept mule one position an
the hale. You are not assessed on the carriera work or

production. What we are looking forts your performance:
how you present your report, your body language, your
visual presentation.
Submit the video (VHS foamat) and anyvisualaids you

have prepared. Be sure to put a labelon the cassette to
identify yourself. Manyour video with your report or
separately to arrive by the due date.

,

,.

Reviewofthe module
,

You have now completed the module Presenting
Reports .
kithis module you learned how to presentiriforuiation in
two fomis: a written report and a spoken presentation.
Both of these dealt with the same problem and offered the
same solution. The differences arose because of the different

forus of presentation.

,

After exairiiriirig what a report is, and what differenttypes
of reports do, you examiiried ways of plainitngyour report,
and you fined out a specification sheet as a record of your
planning.
You then assembled the itdonnation you needed to solve
your problem, both from your own store of knowledge and
from othersources. - You looked at techniques fortapping
into your memory, and for doing research. You learned
some problem-solving techriiques. As a result of reaching a
solution, you were able to select and orgariise your
tifformati. on and fit it into a report structure.
Having dedded on your ITiformation and its organtsation,
you could now go ahead and compose your draft, using
plaitiEnglish as your preferred style. Then you had to edit
that draft to ensure that it achieved its purpose.
Although you looked at the design of your report last, in
practice you would have set up your design as you set up

the other spedfi. cottons. You learned some pmdples of
gr. aptitc design. With your draft composed and edited, you
could then proofread your document, and enclose the final
versionirisomekiridofcover. '

For your oralpresentation, you learned that because it was
spoken, and because your audience already had your

written report, the information you presented and the way
you presented it were different. You learned techntquesfor
using your voice and body effectiveIy, because you 'gain

credibility from what your audience sees and hears. Finally,
you looked at a number of useful visual aidsthat you can
use to support your presentation.
Myou have mastered arithose skills and arithat knowledge,
you are weU on the way to becoming a profi. dentreportwriter and presenter. To checkjust'what you've learnt, go
through the learning outcomes and performance oriteria
again. Assess yourself and see if you think you have
reached competence in each of these criteria.
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How well did you do?
learning outcome

module

performance criteria

competence
achieved?

section
A

2

Research infor, ,tatio, I
relezia"t to the issue

. identifying the issue
. deterinmmigthe
sources of it, formation

3

. collecting and
organitsirig the
it, formation in a

logical way
B

3

grid reach solutions
about the isSI, e

C

. offeringsolutionsthat
are based on the

Analyse infor, ,rotio"

evidence presented
. evaluating the solutions
objectiveIy ag^t the
purpose and data
4

Produce all

Produce a document that

. is logicaUyorgariised
. is expressed dearly

trioestig"tioe
document

. is coherent

. foUows a spedfied
structure
. achieves a stated and

given purpose
. reaches condusions
. offers
recommendations/

proposals/options
that are appropriate to
the purpose and the
document

. uses langiiage that is

appropriate to the task
and the audience
5

. is completed within
the spedfi. ed time
. is presented in
accordance with our

requirements
D

Denoer all oral

presentation based on
written assignment

6

. making the presentation
appropriate to the
audience

. using appropriate

support materials
' using your time
effectiveIy

,
,.

Suggested responses to Activities
Section I
There are no activities in tits section.

Section 2

Activity 2.1

Here are some guidelines that you can use to answer the
questions mitte Activity.
. Did you find any itdonnation that was new or
artf^liar to you? Did the writer assume that you
should have known certain tifformati. on? Did the

itIformation flow from one pointto the next, or wasit
disjoirited?
. Did the writer use language that was too difficultfor
you? Were there words that you didn't understand?
Did the writer use techntcalterms or acronyms that you
did not know? Were the sentences too complex for you?
. Did the writer use headings to point you to certairi
topics? Did the writer use too many and fragment the
text? Was the typeface legible? Was the print Gainined
up or spaced out? Were the margins of a reasonable
size? Were the finesto0 long for you to read
conifortably? Did your eyesfoUow the page easily from
top leftto bottom right? Were the illustrations tillogical
places?
. Your response? Only you can artswertliis. Do you
think your respor, se was what the writer wanted?
. You respond to only three features:,. the titormation
itself (it's faniiliar, it's not faniiliar), the language used to
convey that itIformation (it is dear and accurate, you

find it easy to understand<)r maybe not), the means by
which the tiffonnation is presented on the page (the
page looks easy to read, the illustrations support the
text, you can find the titormation easily^, r maybe not).
Activity 2.2
You'll have to provide your own arrswers here. ICan't give
you much help.
. If you always manage to identify the right problem, you
are a genius or incredibly Iu^,. Most of us make
frequent mistakes.
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' Mainly you know that you've identified the right
problembecause the solution works.
. Because you get confused, you don't look into the

situation deeply enougti, you seize on the first tiling
that comes into your head, your previous experience
misleads you, and so on and so on.
Activity 2.3
You'll have to provide arithe amwers for tits one,
Activity 2.4

Purposes? These explanations are very simple, buttl^SIS
how you should be thinking. Notice that in no case is the
writer's purpose only to convey itIfonnation.
. Letter from a bank:to get you to accept the increase as
fair and reasonable

. armualreport:to promote the business of the company
. trustructions:to get you to foUow them exactly so that
you get the task done efficiently
' arti. de in a computer magazine: partly to entertain you,
partly to get you to accept the writer's point of view,
sometirries to sell products or services
. artide in a women's magazine: partly to entertant,
partly to get you to accept the writer's point of view,
someti. Dies to sell products or services
. adde in the MIA: to get you to accept the reader's point
of view, usually the finchr, gs of some experiment or
research

. textbook: to convince you to accepttlie writer's ideas
and use her techniques
,

,.

. mail-order catalogue:to get you to buy (and probably to
come backfor more, and maybe to tellyourfriends
aboutit as well)
. job application:to convince the employer that he/she
should give you an interview
' tilts manual:justlike the textbook, to convince you to
accept my ideas and use my techntques(but only
because Ianiconvinced itIatthey will work for you as
they do for me)

Activity 2.5

We're talking aboutscope-which topics will you research?
. How a LAN works; No; your boss already knowstliis
(at least we hope she or he does ifthey are so keen
about trustallirig a LAN).

. What differentsystems are available: Yes, because you
will have to make a choice between them.

. Cost of different systems: Yes, because cost will be one
criterion that will help you and the boss choose which
system to instaU.
. Names of contractors to wire up the network No; far
too early for tits. You haven't even got a network yet.
. Wrttirtg a manual for the chosen system: No; againstfar
too early. The boss wants you to recoirunend the most
effident way of installing the network The manual will
come later, when you've gotthe network instaUed. fit
any case, you haven't yet chosen a system.
. How the LAN will benefit the office: No. The bossis

already convinced of this.
. Training staffto use the system: Perhaps. But again I
think it's too early to be thinking of tilts. Let's get the
system installed first. The only reason you ringht
research this is if one system is easier to learn than
ariother.

. Considering if a LAN is the best solution to the
problem: No. The boss is already convinced of it. The
boss has already dedded to instaU a LAN.

Did you agree with me on all these topics? If you didn't,
find out what. And remember that Tinay have seen this
scenario in a different way from you. ,

,

Section 3

Activity 3.1

The child flipped off the cap of the bottle and drankthrough
a straw.

The child identified the right problem. The problem was not
how to get the bottle out of the cabinet, but how to get the
drink out of the bottle.

Activity 3.2

Up to you. You know whatto do. If it didri't work for you,
don't try so hard next hale.
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Activity 3.3
Up to you agairi. The sort of sources you'll need forthis
~report are

. previouscouncilreports
. interviewswithresidents

. Australian standardsforplayground safety
. your own observation of playgrounds
. any addes andbooks you could find that dealwiftithe
design of playground equipment and its safety
Activity 3.4
A You'll need not more than ten sources. Use the

examples as models of how to set out your dtations.

B Read and listen using efficienttechniques. Record your
itIformation by making brief notes-keywords or
headirigs not copious notes. Photo-copy doomnents if

you cannot hang on to them while you're writing your
report. Record interviews if you get permtssion to do

so, and then write keywordsto remind yourself of the
importantiriformation.
Activity 3.5

Your purpose will be twofold: to find out what the
residents feel, and to see if they have any useful ideas.
Your qiiestiorrs should be dear, easy to understand, and
open (that is, they do not expect a yes/no answer). Don't
write, Did you see the acddent? The artswer will be Yes or
No, and you have no itIformation. Write, Terrine about the
acd. dent.
,

Activity 3.6

,

Solving the problem is up to you. I've given you some
techniques. You have the itIformation. Now put on your
problem-solving hat and solve the problem. Remember you
could come up with more than one solution.
Activity 37

Ican't help you here. The itIformation you select will be
what you need to convince your reader to accept your
recommendations, and of course what your reader needs to

understand the problem and why you canIe up with your
preferred solution.

Activity 3.7

I've spedfi. ed the structure to use, and explained the form
-and functions of each'of the five parts. Look at the
Appendix if you want flirtheririformation.
Section 4

Activity 4.1
A Ifound that the plan accurately showed the angles of
the boundary.
B Students need to write dearly to show the teacher that
they understand the subject.
C Coundls have to realise that providing playgr. oortd
equipment may lead to accidents if the children are not
supervised.
D We do notknowwhen we will complete these
experiments. The processislong and complex, and we
need another supply of dieintcals.
You may weU have re-written these sentences in a different
way. My version is one way, and it reflects my style and
my understanding of the originals.
Activity 4.2

Composing your draftis up to you. FOUow arithe advice,
use the suggested techntques, and you should produce your
draft quickly, easily and fluently.
Activity 4.3

Here is my version of the paragr. aph. I've given ithvice.
I I've underhited the mairitlimgs itI^t need changing, and
numbered them. I've added coinm^nts underneath.

You may have changed other things. Rigl'It. ICOTrld
have done that too. But I mr. just trying to illustrate a
point here, rather than produce a totally polished piece
of writing. But you should be animg for that polish.
2 I've produced an edited version. You may have made
different changes. That's not important. Aru I hope is
that you recogrLised the faults and made the changes.
BlundeU's cottage also known as Oldfields cotta e or

^!^^,'the Q^!'cottage wasafour-room
structure, with a shingled gable roof. The walls were
roughly shaped localstone bedded mashellbased Ume
mortar and'the outer walls were limewashed and on the

inside were rendered'. The parlour and the No. I bedroom
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had tiniberfloors and the bedroom' had a Iath and laster

ceiling. The internal fortsh and decoration matched the
-elaborate exteriors' the' battens rafters and shin Ies were

e, cposedmale parlour and kitchen. in about 1888 radical
changes were made; the two badcrooiris were added, as

was the large outside bread oven, and the entire cottage was
roofed' with galvariised corrugated iron, ^!^9'the front
verandah which is a much lower itch is rubble. avedlO.
Also induded on the historical"site is an outbuildin of
verticals lit-10 wari"s with an earthen floor which13js

endrdedby trees.
nota sentence. The writer either should have put a verb

before the ne>ct construction, or split the two
constructions into two sentences.
2

The word suggests that the cottage has been replaced.
I^ is notthe case. The writer probably knew what
they wanted to say, but didri't say it.
The writer hasjoiried together two ideas that are

3

different. They should be stated in separate sentences.
4

a big problem. Presumably the outer walls were
Umewashed on the outside and rendered on the inside.
But what about the it'side wane? And to avoid

probleiris with iru, er and outer, Twould recommend
different words.
5
6

1stIts NO Ibedroom or another one?

The sentence is out of place. Itshould come before the
previous sentence to introduce tits sub-topic. But I'm
riotsure that the thush and decoration could be counted
as elaborate.

7

no tinkirigwordbetween the two dauses. They need to
be written as separate sentences.

8

Roofed? Did it not have a roofbefore?,

9

Whatis the foUowing in addition to? Does it mean that

,.

the verandah was re-roofed with galvariised iron? As I
told you initie activity, there was no verandah tilthe
original form of the house. The verandah was added in
1888.
10

11

12

13

lots of things wrong with tilts. First, the verb is in the
presenttens^tliis doesn't make sense. Second, whatis
tits business with the lower pitch?
wrong word; but why mention this tifformation
anyway? It is not relevantto the topic of the paragr. aph,
which is the construction of the cottage.

Whatisthe writer getting at here? We expect waris to
be vertical. What the writer is really trying to say is that
the waits are made of splitslogs placed vetocaUy.
The flooris endrded by trees? I don't think so.

Now let me give you an edited version in which I-getrid of
these faults:

BlundeU's cottage is also known as Oldfield's cottage or
Girrr, 's cottage. The cottage was originaUy a four-room
structure, with a shingled gable roof. The walls were
roughly shaped localstone bedded in a sheU-based nine
mortar. The exterior walls were limewashed on the outside
and rendered on the inside. The interior walls were
rendered on both sides. The internal finish and decoration

matched the rough exteriors. The parlour and the No. I
bedroom had timber floors. That bedroom had a Iath and

plaster ceiling. The battens, rafters and shingles were
exposed in the parlour and kitchen. Inabout 1888 radical
changes were made. The two back rooms were added, as
was the large outside bread oven. The entire cottage was reroofed with galvanised corrugated iron. The front verandah
was added. Its roofis at a much lower pitch than the roof of
the cottage. The verandah was rubble-paved. Also on the

site is an outbuilding with walls made of logs split veincaUy
and an earthen floor. This banditig is endrded by trees.
I'd like to tidy it up more than that, but I've corrected the
worst of the faults.

HowweU did you do? Ihope you now understand, first
how difficult editirig is, and second how necessary it is
Section 5

Activity 5.1
Icon't help you with this one' Refer to the itIformation

you've just read, refer to the Design sheets. They'11 give you
the help you need.

,
,.

Activity 52

Here's the corrected passages, with the changes marked in
bold and numbered. Look at the comments at the end to
find out more about the errors.

All users of English can convey their message in
gyanin. Iatical constructions based on the noun or the

verb. Thinking in terms of labels and static ideas will

produce a noun-based style; thinking interms of people
doing things will produce a tierb-based style. The
ordiriary usage of English, the style that people use in
their ordiriary conversations, is tierb-based'.
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Both fomLs of thinking are acceptable and logical. If you
think internis of labels and static ideas' however, your
mearmgs are harder to understand, more abstract, often
ambiguous. Writing contoiriing noun based'
constructions have'little orno movement. Often such

style makes little reference to people. Its' hard to

understand. Your readers are less likely to to' accept
your ideas. So think internis of people doing things.
Then your meanings will be easier to understand, less

abstract, 'usually dear and precise. Wrtti. rig contairiirig
verb-based constructions can have great pace and

movement. You should make reference to people where
this is appropriate. This style makes it easier for you to
create a favourable response in your reader.
I a techntcalterm is printed initalics only the first hale it
is used
2

comma needed; where there's a coriuma after a signal
word like 'however'like tits, you need another one
before it as well

3

hyphen needed; the word wasspelt noun-based in
paragraph I

,

wrong fomiof verb; should be 'has'to agr. ee with
'Writing'

5

wrong spellirig; should be It's

6

the word 'to' is repeated; it's often difficult-to pick up
tits repetition at the beginimig of a hale

7

extra space inserted after the comma (a nasty one that)

Did you get them all?
Activity 5.3
,

Again ICan't help you with ^ activity. ryou did weU in
Activity 5.2, you should be able to get your report right as

well. But it does require a huge amiount of care and
concentration.

Activity 5.4

Keep looking. You should be able to had at least a dozen
different and suitable binders, none of which should cost
more than a few dollars.

Activity 5.5

We'll see how wellyou did this when we receive your
report. ICan assure you your tutor will be looking for some
kind of cover on your report.

Section 6

_Activity 6.1
Here are some differences. You maybe able to think of
others'

writing
. visible marks on paper-

speaking
. spoken sounds-no record

a record
. no direct contactbetween
writer and reader

. directcontactbetween

. no feedbackavailable

. feedbackavailable

. punctuation marks

. no marks available

speaker and listener

available
. no intonation times

. intonation times available

. emphasis difficult
. high levelofaccuracy
in granirnar expected

' emphasiseasy
. levelof accuracy in
grammar less important

Activity 6.2
Visualise a typical Coundl. It will consist of men and
women, people from different occupations, different sodal

and econoimc levels, and so on. Don't try to analyse every
person, but do try to get a general picture to make this
Council and these people real. Check the details in Section 3
(arialysirig your reader) to give you guidance
Activity 6.3

You will not have many. Set out your message: your
solution to the problem. It might be, The Councilneedsto
set up new standardsto govern the safety, of playgrounds.

The list the mairipoints you wantto make. There will be
only a few of them. These are major points that you wantto
make. They might become the headirtgs of the different
sections of your presentation.
Activity 6.4

Add this itIformation to your answers to Activity 6.3. You
are adding details about whatto put each section-the
supporting tifformation. Dedde on an order for these
details.
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Activity 6.5

You should have most of this structure from the previous
~two activities. Fit the itIformation into this structure. Add

details about your introduction and condusion.
By now you should have an outline of all the itIformation
you propose to indude in your presentation.
Activity 6.6

This is up to you. You know your own stories_and
anecdotes; you can devise your own metaphors; you can
work out any spedalappeals. You nitghtbe able to think of
other thingsto indude that will help retain the audience's
attention.

Activity 6.7
A Reading out the witten version should sound artificial,

dull, flat, a little formal, stilted. Speaking your
presentation only from keywords should sound natural,
more lively, more interesting.

B Don't worry aboutfeeimig foolish. Ikriow you may
think tits is not necessary. had maybe it won't be after
you've given a dozen successful presentations, and you
know how you come across. While you're learning it's a
good idea. If you don't wantto rehearse tilttont of a
mirror, video yourself, or get someone to act as your
audience and comment on your performance.
Activity 6.8

Up to you. I've recommended whiteboard, ohp and
handout. You may not want arithree, you may want others.
But dedde whichwillbestconveyyourmessage. Then
prepare them carefully.

,
,.

.

Answers to Cheekyo, Irprogress
exercises Section I
Exercise I

. A reportis a piece of writing (usuaUy)that provides
information so that the reader can makes decisionsin

order to solve a problem or initiate some action.

. The essential feature of a report is that it is used as a
basis for a dedsion,

. You usually address your report to the person who will
be making the decision.
Exercise 2
.

False You provide information so that the reader can
make a decision.

.

False You should never read out your report, It is
written document. Your appeal in an oral
presentation is visual: you as the speaker and
any visual aids you ITiay use. Select your

tifforinntion carefully to give the audience only
what they need to hear.
.

.

False You can make reports by speaking
True This is the spedfic purpose of allreports with
recorrunendations. If you don't have this
attitude, your recommendations will not
sound convindrig.

.

False Some report do riotsolve probleiris at an
(inforrnation reports), ar, d some try to solve

hith
' (feasibility
"
problerris
that have not y^t occurred

studies).

True

That's their prim^ry flinchon.

Section 2
Exercise I

Communication is a process that allows a sender to conve
a message to a reader, and the receiver to perceive and

interpret that message, so that he will do sometliir\g as a
result. It entails the transfer of meaning, but the receiver is

the person who applies the mearLing to the message. The

sender's purpose is to affect the behaviour of their receiver
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Exercise 2
.

The SII^jest of a report is the problem, it is what you
coned itIforuiation about.

. The reader is the receiver of the report, inmost cases the
person who will make the dedsion.

. Your purpose is the response you wantto produce in
your reader.
.

The contextis'the environment in which you are writing.
There maybe girtdehnes andpolidesthatyou haveto
consider.

. The scopeis whattopics you are going to research, what
kind of itIformation you win be looking for.
Exercise 3

. False Your mairitaskis to produce arespouse. Your
reader will make

a response anyway; you

need to control it if your writing is to be
successful.

. True The receiver applies themearntigto the message,
thereceiver makes the response.

. False There isno meaning there. Meardrigexists only
in people's minds. The reader applies Its own
mearumg to yotir message; you must produce a

message to which the reader will apply the
meaning that you want.

. True Otherwise, howcanyouwriteareport
successfully?

. True That's whatwritirigisallabout.
,
,.

Section 3

_Exercise I

Identify your problem
Assemble your itdoomation
. tapping into your memory
. doing research
. identifying sources
' retrieving titormation
. compiling abibliography
. recordrrigirrformation
. evaluating sources andirLfonnati. on
Finchig a solution to your problem
Selectirig and organising your tifformation
Fitting this into a report structure
Exercise 2

Here are some purposes and reasons you can consider.
I so that she has evidence to solve her problem
2 so that she has time to find the best solution to her

problem
3 so that she does not have to think and write at the same

tinie-activities that the bratn carmot perform
successfully at the same time

4 she has solved heririformation problems before she has
to dealwith her language and style problems

5 so that she has something to write down
6 because itshe has prepared carefully and thoroughly
she will be able to write her draft qtii. ckly, easily and
fluently

7 for the same reason, she will have less editing to do
If you can think of more, fine.
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Exerdse 3

I False Copious notes will not help you to learnyour
titormation. Learn your itIforn'Iation and
provide yourself with keywords.
2 True It's averyeffectivetechntque.

3 False Your mansource of itIformation for anypiece of
writing is always yourself. You willsupplement
your knowledge from a library; but if you're
writing a report at work, most of your

supplementary itIfomiation will come from your
organisation'srecords.
4 False You must useitto solve your problem, you

must select your tifformation in the light of your
solution (your theme) and you must orgariise

that information into the sinicture of the report
into a logical order in each section.
5 True Ihave outlined the structureonpages 50-51,
and given details mitte Appendix.
6 True Solearnthelesson, andprepareyour

itIformati. on thorouglily and carefuUy, for any
piece of wrtti. rig you have to produce.
Section 4
Exercise I

Informal writing is writing at an itIfomial level. It is marked
by the words and constructions that you would use on
informal occasions, such as at work, it usually discusses

faniiliar information, sets it out in faniiliar patterns of
organ^sation. It is also marked by verb-based constructions
and personal references.
,

,.

A sentence should be as long as your reader can contortably
handle. in most cases the sentence will consist of one orbvo

dauses, and perhaps three
You should use faniiliar words moor withg, that is words

that are faniiliar to your reader.
Styleis an expression of your relationship with your reader.
The style I am advocating is caned plan English.
Verb-based writing gets its meaning across in constructions

based on verbs. It talks about people doing things.

,

Exercise 2

. Have allyourirLfomiation assembled, selected and
organised.

. Have the solution to your problem.

. Don't change the it. formation or its organisation.
' Don't worry about the appearance of the draft.
. Getit down without. stopping to correct errors.
. Don't edit on the way.

' Don t worry about words or gr'animar at this stage.
. Start on the section that you had easiest.
. If you get stuck, go on with a different section.
Exercise 3

I False You winneedcomplexsentencesfrom time to
time, espedaUy myour discussion section. But

don t make yoursentence over-complex. Keep
them to one orbvo dauses, perhaps three.
2 False ACOUoquialstylecarmotconveyaccurate
meantigs. You should write at an tiffonnal
level.
3

False

For two good reasons; first, it interrupts the
flow of your ideas as you compose; second, as a
result, it slows down your composing

You'U take much longer to compose this way
than ifyou funsh your composing and then do
your editi. rig.

4 False It may nothavemuch decoration (whatever that
means), but that's not why plan English is plain.

Platn English is a style that ^nows your reader
the best possible chance to apply to your

message the meaningsthat you want him to
apply.

5 False in fact, quite thereverse. Noun-based
constructions can give rise to all sorts of
ambiguities.
6 True Aboutthis, thereshouldbeno doubt.
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Section 5

^,<ercise I

The five features of design are
. balancebetweenblaclc. and white

. style andsize of type
' linelength
' headirigs
. illustrations

You should desigi'Ithe page so that your reader's eye will
move freely act'OSs and down the page, and so that it looks
pleasing to the eye.

You should use illustrations such as dragr. ams, tables and
graphs whenever they will convey tiffomiation more
effectiveIy than words.
Exercise 2

A sum?mry is a brief statement of the manipoirtts of a
report, espedally the problem and the recommendations.

You write a sumnmryby first by picking outthe points you
want to include, and then by expressing them briefly-in
sentences, not note form.

A table-of contents is needed only if a report is long or
complex. The Australian Standard recorrunends that a

report of less than fifteen pages does not need a table of
contents.

Ariappe, Idt:c contains raw data that you ha\>e collected,

which the reader does not need to see; yot{draw your
findings from these data and putthe findings in the report.
You also use an appendix to indude large itIformation (such
as maps)that camiot conveniently be bound earlier in the
report.

The body of tile report consists of the introduction, statement

of problem, statement of solution(s), discussion of
solution(s), and recommendations.

You acknowledge your use of someone else's muterin! in the
references.

Exerdse 3

in general, errors and inconsistencies.

in detail, spelling IT'Stakes, typographical errors,
inconsistendes inlayout and fomiat, spadrigs between
words and lities, page numbers, cross-references, and
inconsistendes mule use of headirigs.

Letters are harder to discern on a screen than they are on
paper.

Usually you caririot see the whole of a page at once.
You caririot conveniently move from page to page as you
con with sheets of paper.

It cannot distinguish between two words spelt differently
but both correctly, and it cannot mark as an error different
forms of nouris and verbs.

Read for words and symbols notfor mearting.
Exercise 4

Put a cover on it
Add a title to the cover.

You wantto show your reader that you consider your report
to be a doer^lent that you regard litglily.

Youwantto make your report look attractive to your
reader.

Exercise 5

I True But you stillhavetoproofr'eadyourdoqunent,
because the speU checkef"von'tpickout all
the nitstakes.

2 False They should be 62 characters per inIe on
average, and not more than 66-1fyou want
your reader to understand everything.
3 True Notless than 40% white, not more than 50%, is a
good working ratio.
4 False You'llIT'Sstoomuch.

5 True Too manyheadirigs interfere with the flow of the
tifforniati. on, and spoilthe appearance of the
page.

6 True Of course.
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Section 6

_ Exercise I

The differences Igave you as an artswerto Activity 6.1 were
withIg

speaking

. visiblemarksonpaper- . spokensounds-norecord
a record
. no direct contactbetween

. direct contactbetween

writer and reader

speaker and listener

. no feedbackavailable

. feedbackavailable

. punctuation marks

. no marks available

available
. no intonation times

. intonation times available

. emphasisdifficult
. high levelofaccuracy
in grammar expected

. emphasis easy
. levelof accuracy in
81'armnar less important

These will affect your presentation in these ways:
. Your audience must understand you immediately.
Therefore you must use tifformation and language that
they can understand instantly, without having to think
about it.

. You can getfeedback from your audience;therefore you
can adjust your message and its presentation if you can
see that it's not getting across.

. You need visual presentation to supplement your oral
presentation, because the eye takes in titormation more
readily than the ear.

. You must make fun use of the flexibility of the voice to
givecertairiduestoyourlisteners '
And you may be able to think of more.

,

Exercise 2

A the infonnation itself-your message
your voice and style-what your audience hears
your presentation-what your audience sees
B Your inforrnetion
Your voice

. variationsinspeed
. variationsirivolume

. variation tripitch
Your body
. whereyoustarid
. howyourstand
. howyoumove
. whereyoulook
Exercise 3
whiteboard

use for quick records
.

summaries

. examples
. drawings
. answersto questions
do not use for

. anything long
overhead projector
same as for whiteboard
handouts

information you want your audience to take away from
the presentation, especiaUy long information
Exercise 4

I False That will create about as bad an impression as
you can think of.
2 True And you had better make that contact with all
the members of your audience several times
during your presentation.
3 True They believe whattheysee.
4 False Your audience will pay attention to you at the
beginning of your presentation, buttheir
attention will lag after that unless you do
something to regain or retain their attention.
Even then, their attention comes and goes.
5 True That's the only wayto do it. You should feel
nervous whenyou getin front of an audience. If
you don't you're over-confident, and you'll
,

*.

make a mess of it

6 True And Iwish you wellfor an yoor presentations
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Recommended reading
The entries mats bibliography are divided into seven
categories:
. CoinniuriicationgeneraUy
. Writing techniques
. Languageandstyle
. Reportwritirig
. Designandptinti. rig
. Referencetexts

' Journals

Communication generally
Dayer, Iudith, The business communication handbook,
Newcastle, Managing Business Communication, 2 ed, 1991
a general text on many aspects of coriumuriication; sections 2

(Orgariisational comintiriication), 6 CThinkirig and reading), 7,
(Business writing style), 15 nuntirig long reports) and 16
(Using visual and gr. aptitc aids mreports), should be
particularly helpful

Mohan, Terry, HeIen MCGregor and Zofia Str. ano,

Communicating! theory grid my, zctice, Sydney, Harcourt Brace
10variovich, 3 ed, 1992
another general text contairiing stintar itIformati. on

Windschuttle, Keith and Elizabeth, Writing, researching,
communicating: comint, tricotion skills for .the infon?rotion age,
Sydney, McGraw-Hill, 1993
,
,.

Writing techniques

Anderson, Paul V, Technical writing: a reader-centered
approach, San Diego, Harcourt Bracejovanovich, 2 ed, 1991

Walsh, Barbara, Communication in writing, Canberra, ACPS,
2 ed, 1989

witten specifically for the AUStrahan Public Service; tits

edition contoir, s much useful tiffonnation on writing in many
forms, indudirig hints on plain English and non-gender
specific language

Language and style
Brogan, 101m A, Cleartech"ionlcon'ting, New York, McGraw-}-IiU, 1973

a reference text on how to use language effectiveIy; loaded
with examples

Eagleson, Robert D, Writing in plain English, Canberra,
ACPS, 1990
the standard Australian text on the subject; contatris much

useful advice tv'ith copious examples on how to write in plain
English and how to edit your workirito plain English

Hill, L A, A guide to correct English, Oxford, Oxford Up< 2
ed, 1968

written for people learning English as a second language;
therefore ideal for native speakers who want a reliable source
ifthey thing that they have problems with grammar and
idiom

Hornby, A S, Guide to patterns grid usage in English, Oxford,
Oxford Up, 2 ed, 1975
coriuments as for Hill

Pauwels, Anna, Non-discriminatory language, Canberra,
ACPS, 1991

much useful advice on all aspects of tits bidcy subject
Report wrtting

Blicq, Ron S, Writing reports to get results: guidelines for the
computer age, New York, IEEE Press, 1987
a dearly written, easy-to-follow textbook with up-to-date
ideas; contairis guidehries on language, illustrations, spelling,
and writing at a computer termirial ,
e

Cooper, Bruce, Writing technical reports, Harmondsworth,
Fenguiri, 1964
very old now, but stillprobably the best shorttext on reportwriting a handy one to own; it is snubeing re-printed

Mathes, IC and Dwigl'It W Stevenson, Designing technical
reports: writing for audiences in organizations, inchanapolis,
Bobbs~MeinU, 1976

a little old now, but worth getting hold of if you can; a
seminal book quoted by many writers on report-writing since
its publication; a new edition was published in 1992 and has
been favourably reviewed
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Design and printing
ACPS, Style mutingIfor authors, editors gild my, 'riters, Canberra,
-ACPS, 5 ed, 1994

useful guide on wrttirig and editing as well as on printing and
publishing; has details on referendrig induding the Harvard
system; a standard reference text

Whendon, Coliri, Communicating orj"st rimki"gpratty shapes,
North Sydney, Newspaper Advertising Bureau, 3 ed, 1990
an authoritative guide on the design of documents
Reference texts

Delbridge, Aimur (ed), The Macqi, arte dictionary, North Ryde
NSW, Macquade Library, 2 ed, 1987
the standard dictionary of Australian spelling, meanings and
usages

Hudson, Nicholas, Modern Australian usage, Melbourne,
Oxford Up, 1993

useful up-to-date reference to current usage
Journals

keyword
journal of the Australian Society for Technical
Coriumomcati. on

useful arti. des on wrttirig (as weU as more esoteric stuff on
spedaltsed techrttques)

Professional Communiontio, I
tramactions of the IEEE

origirially for the guidance of engineers who have to write

reports and articles, but admirable for an}, one who has to
write reports; recently has included many artides on the use

of computers in writing

,

I~~.

Appendix
Format of an analytical'report

Although there is no prescribed form for an analytical
report, most such reports are set out tilthe foUowirtg way.
We can divide the overan form into three parts:
. frontrnatter, orprelims

introductory material, explanation of what the reportis

about

. bodyofthereport.
the main message, with the evidence
. endmatter

additional material and reference material

Sometimes you will find the recoininendations put
immediately after the sunrrnary, often on paper of a
different colour; it is these two parts that a reader win be
most concerned with.

I have already described, in Section 3, the material that goes
into the introduction, the statement of problem, the
statement of solution(s), the discussion of solution(s), and
the recommendations.
Front matter
Cover
. function

to identify and protectthe report
to present a pleasing appearance
. Intriimum requirements:

,
,.

to show title and author

note Take care that your choice of binding does not obscure
the left-hand side of the text of the report when you
open the document.
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Title page

,

. function

to provide an identification of the report
' ridr, mumrequirements
to record
author
title

name of person/orgariisation who commitssioned the
report
date
and other sinitlar formalities
Table of contents
. function

to list the sections and sub-sections of the report
. nat^unirequirements
to provide
headirigs
sub-headirigs
a numbering system
page numbers
details of appendixes
Table of illustrations
. flinchon

to list antilustrati. one in whatever fomi(graphs, tables,
drawings, maps, etc)
' rill^turnrequirements
to provide
figure numbers
captions
page numbers
,
,.

Summary
. function

to act as a nitrit-reportforthose who do not need to read
the main report
. rill^Innirequirements
to preds the
introduction

itIformati. on section
condusions
recoiruriendations

Body of the report
_ Introduction
. function

to dadfy
what the report is about
why it was written
how you collected your information
howyou wentaboutyourinvestigation
. miriniuizirequirements
to detatl
authorisation
airrts

method of investigation
scope

note The introduction must accurately identify the content
and halttati. ons of the report.
Statement of problem
. function

to provide a dear and sucdrictstatement of the problem
. nullimtin'ITeqtiirements

to identify the realproblem (as opposed to any surface
or apparent problem)
to state that problem in a form that provides relevance
for the itIformation provided to solve it
Solution of the problem
. function

to provide the reader with arithe relevantiriformation

needed to solve the problem, presented in a coherent
way; often more than one solution ts offered
,
,.

' intr^Ium requirements
to make use of

allrelevant evidence

a logical organitsation

effective problem-solving techntques
note While most of the itdonnation section will be written

tillanguage, some information will best be presented
as mustt'attorrs (photogr'aptLs, diagramLs, maps, charts,
graphs, drawings, tables, etc)
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Discussion of solution(s)
. function

to interpret the evidence set out in the itIformation

section, and to use it to come to a satisfactory and logical
condusionto the problem; to deddebetweenvadous
solutionsif more than one is offered

. mumiumrequirements
to offer

a logical solution to the problem set up in the
introduction

general conunents
spedfi. c coriuments
commentsthatfollowthe order of the tifformation

section where possible and refer the reader to the
relevant section
note Condusions must be inevitable.

Tliis section must contairi no new tiffomiation.
Recommendations
. fluidion

to outline spedfic action to be taken as a result of the
proposed solution
. intr^urnrequirements

to detail deftriite proposals in a form suitable to making
dedsiorrs

note Nojustification should be given here; it should
appear tilthe conclusions.

No new materialshould be introduced apart, perhaps,
for a date on which the proposals could be
implemented.
,

End matter

,

Glossary
' halation

to define technical terms for the non-spedalist reader
' intr^, urnrequirements
to provide
a list of terms in alphabetical order
an acceptsble non-specialist deftriition

note A glossary is of no use to the primary reader of the
report; the report must be written within the

knowledge of that reader. Its purpose is to give help
to any other reader who may read or have to read the
report.

References

' function

to acknowledge specific use of material from sources

other than the writer's memory
' nullimumrequirements

to set out allnecessary itIformation man acceptable

form

note Reports seldom contairiiriformati. on that needs
referendrig;

Be carefulttiat you reference only sources used in the

report, and do not reference sources used to help you
write the report
Bibliography
. function

to list alsources used in the preparation of the report
to show the writer's use of other people's material
to allow the readers to find that material and check it for

themselves if they wish
. Datumumrequirements

.

to set out

an necessary itIformation in an acceptable form
addtations matphabeti. cal order offirst author
note Reports seldom contairiiriformati. on that needs
referencing;

Therefore it is unlikely that you win need a
bibliogr. aphy for most reports
Appendixes
. function

to provide supplementary material
,

. mirin, urnrequirements

"

to supply raw data, supporting or additional material of
interest/use to the reader

to provide a convenient place for bindirig in large

materials
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Progress sheet

Ihave completed these steps:
Ihave deternitried my
subject

not yet I yes

design

rLot yet I yes

reader

not yet I yes

purpose

not yet I yes

context

not yet I yes

scope

not yet I yes

and have fined in my spedficati. on sheet .
Ihave assembled my itIformation
concept mapped not yet I yes
researched

not yet I yes

evaluated

not yet I yes

recorded

not yet I yes
and am satisfied that 11^ve whatlneed ,
Ihavesolvedmyproblem .

Ihavewrittendownmytheme ,
Ihave selected whatirifdtmati. on to use .
Ihave organised trustrLformation I^

I have fitted it into report structure .
,

Ihavecomposedmydraft ,

,.

Ihave edited my draft

tifformationandargument notyet/yes
language and style not yet I yes

layout and fomiat not yet I yes
and ami satisfied that it addeves its purpose

11^ve produced my final version .
Ihave proofread mythalversion .

Ihaveboundthedocumentappropriately .

.

,.

